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Executive Summary 
 
The Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (PPACA), signed into law on March 23, 2010 
will have a profound impact on employer and insurance company health plans. The Business 
Health Care Group (BHCG), in its continuing effort to educate and share vital information with 
its members and partners, invited experts to provide their insights about how the health care 
reform law could affect how health insurance and health benefits are provided in the future. 
 

Implementing Health Care Reform in Wisconsin 
 

Wisconsin – Ahead of the Curve 
 “In many cases, Wisconsin is ahead of the curve,” said Karen Timberlake, secretary of the 
Wisconsin Department of Health Services, in talking about health care reform.  “We’re ranked 
first in the country for health care quality and second in access to coverage. There are many 
elements of the health care reform legislation that will make the rest of the country look more 
like Wisconsin, but that is not to say there aren’t many areas where we can still improve.” 
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Planning Now – The Wisconsin Office of Health Care Reform 
To guide the implementation of health care reform in Wisconsin and take advantage of federal 
dollars, Governor Doyle created the Wisconsin Office of Health Care Reform. Wisconsin 
Office of Health Care Reform  The office has been created to set-up health care reform here in 
a way that works best for Wisconsin, while allowing Wisconsin to influence enactment of the 
reform measures at the national level as well.  While many of the provisions of the new law will 
not take effect until 2014 or later, active planning efforts are being coordinated by Wisconsin’s 
Office of Health Care Reform. 
 
According to Secretary Timberlake, “billions of dollars are available to the states in the form of 
competitive grants.  That’s why we’re putting an emphasis on it now. If we act now, we can set 
up reform to work how we want it to for the state of Wisconsin. There are significant 
opportunities available, but the opportunities are very competitive, and so in order to fully 
realize those opportunities, we cannot push back from the table and let the federal government 
decide what we are going to do.” 
 

Insurance Market Reforms 
The health care reform law mandates a variety of insurance market changes with effective dates 
beginning when the act was signed into law (March 23, 2010) and continuing until 2014. 
Effective immediately after the bill was signed: 

� A temporary early retiree reinsurance program – targeting early retirees over the age 
of 55 – was made available of which 50 companies in Wisconsin have taken part. 

� Federal money was made available to states to establish offices of health insurance 
consumer assistance.  Wisconsin submitted a grant application to receive funds to 
establish such an office. 

� Federal money was made available for states to enhance insurance rate review activities.  
Wisconsin has received $1 million in the first grant cycle and anticipates applying for 
additional monies in future grant cycles. 

�  The Department of Health & Human services (HHS) is developing a website through 
which individuals and small businesses may locate affordable health insurance coverage. 
 

Effective September 23, 2010 for fully insured and self-insured plans (or upon the 
beginning of the first date of a new plan year after September 23) the following mandates were 
put in place: 

� Free preventive care. 
� No pre-existing condition exclusions for children. 
� Coverage for young adults under their parents insurance up to age 26. 
� Coverage cannot be taken away, except for fraud. 
� No lifetime limits on essential benefits and restricted annual limits on essential benefits. 
� Independent review of consumer appeals (Wisconsin already has independent review 

requirements). 
 

Effective in Early 2011: 
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� Medical loss ratios will be established for both large group coverage (85%) and small 
group and individual coverage (80%).  Definitions of what constitutes medical costs vs. 
administrative costs have yet to be determined. 

� HHS must develop standards for a summary of benefits and coverage explanation to be 
provided to all potential policyholders and enrollees.  The uniform explanation of 
coverage documents must be implemented by March 2012. 

 
Effective January 1, 2014, numerous components of the health care reform act go into 
effect.  Those include: 

� Guarantee issue and no pre-existing condition exclusions in all markets 
� Rating reforms limiting factors to age, geography, tobacco use and family composition 
� Coverage tiers based on coverage categories and cost-sharing 
� No annual limits 
� Individual mandate in the federal tax code for consumers to have medical coverage to 

ensure they do not wait until they are sick to seek coverage 
� Employer responsibility imposed through a fine if employers with 50 or more employees 

do not offer coverage and an employee receives subsidies through the Exchange. 
� Subsidies for lower-income persons and Medicaid expansion (with enhanced federal 

match) to help make coverage available to everyone 
� Limited provisions to address quality, cost containment and fraud 

 
 

Health Insurance Purchasing Exchanges 
According to Commissioner Dilweg, the Wisconsin health insurance market is unique 
compared to other states.  Forty percent of the market is self-insured while 30 percent is 
publically financed. The state has a vibrant, competitive health insurance market with 40 
insurers writing insurance and 12 of those accounting for 82 percent of the market.  This 
contrasts with several other states where one insurance company controls in excess of 90 
percent of the market.  Wisconsin can use these unique characteristics to its advantage when 
creating health insurance purchasing exchange(s). 
 
How exchanges will work  States must be able to demonstrate to HHS by January 1, 2013 
that they will be ready to successfully implement and operate an exchange by January 1,2014.  If 
a state does not participate, the federal government will implement an exchange in that state.  
Exchanges will work much like the Expedia model for purchasing travel services.  Insurers will 
offer standardized benefit options with four different levels of coverage.  They will compete, via 
the exchange, for the business of small employers (size yet to be determined) and individuals.   
 
Key planning principles for exchanges in Wisconsin  Several principles will guide the 
state as it plans for the implementation of exchanges.  These include: 

� Keep it simple.  Create one "front door" to health care access for those eligible 
to purchase health insurance though the exchange, providing consumers with useful 
information without overwhelming them.  Utilize brokers, community partners and 
other “navigators” to help consumers make informed decisions. 

� Fully integrate the exchange with Medicaid.   Many consumers will not know 
whether they are eligible for Medicaid or exchange subsidy help.  Full integration with 
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Medicaid will also allow the state to leverage previous investments in IT systems to 
implement the exchange in a cost-effective manner. 

� Make the Exchange truly transformational.  Don’t do the minimum required.  Use 
the exchange as a vehicle to push payment reform in the state.  Harness managed 
competition to reward value over volume and use the exchange as an opportunity to 
align quality improvement efforts statewide. 

� Build off regional strengths.  Health care in Wisconsin is local and/or regional. 
Exchanges should recognize regional providers/insurers and allow them to effectively 
compete against statewide insurers. 

� Focus on customer service.  Consumers should be the number one priority with 
web site applications focused on ease of use and substantial support via a call center. 

� Coordinate with ongoing health care reform initiatives.  The state is at the 
forefront of reform initiatives nationwide.  Organizations such as the Wisconsin 
Collaborative for Healthcare Quality (WCHQ), the Wisconsin Health Information 
Organization (WHIO), Wisconsin Relay of Electronic Data (WIRED) for Health, the 
Wisconsin Medical Society (WMS) and the Wisconsin Hospital Association (WHA) have 
ongoing reform efforts that should be tapped into, not duplicated. 

 
Options for Wisconsin  As the planning continues for the establishment of the exchanges, 
several critical decisions must be made.  The state welcomes input from interested parties.  
Questions to be addressed: 

� Create one exchange for all consumers or create two exchanges – one for small 
employers and one for individuals? 

� Create a state-based exchange or partner with other state(s) to create a regional 
exchange? 

� Structure the governance of the exchange as a public, private or quasi-governmental 
entity? 

� How will the standard benefit plans be designed? 
� How will the exchange advance payment reform in the state? 
� What role will brokers play in the exchange? 

 

What Health Care Reform Means for Employers 
 

A massive bill 
The health care reform bill alone is more than 2,400 pages long.  To date, there have been 
more than 1,000 pages of attending regulations and other guidance issued, with more being 
issued regularly.  Given the complexities of the act, many questions remain unanswered which 
will require more guidance from the federal government.  To the extent regulations and 
guidance have been issued, Amy Ciepluch provided information and interpretation of several 
key provisions and mandates of the new law – those effective prior to January 1, 2014 and 
those effective on that date or later. 
 

Prior to January 1, 2014 
Grandfathered Plans  Most of the initial confusion and the bulk of the immediate questions 
employers had revolved around the issue of grandfathered plans including:  
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� What qualifies as a grandfathered plan?  
� What provisions of the health reform law are grandfathered plans exempt from?  
� What events/plan changes would result in the loss of grandfathered status? 

 
Group health plans in effect on the date the billed was signed into law – March 23, 2010 – have 
the opportunity to retain grandfathered status, if their plans do not “change” when their new 
plan year begins or thereafter.  Events or changes that can result in the loss of the status 
include: 

� Changes (more than 5%) in the cost-sharing with employees of premiums; 
� Changes in deductibles, co-payments or out-of-pocket maximums (generally, 15% or 

more plus medical inflation); 
� Any change in co-insurance percentages; 
� Elimination of all, or substantially all, benefits related to diagnose or treat a specific 

condition; or  
� A change in insurer (for fully insured groups only). 

 
I t is still unclear if several other events/changes could result in the loss of grandfathered status 
including: a change in provider networks, a change in a prescription drug formulary or increases 
in premium costs when there is a fixed employer contribution. 
 
A key question:  How long can an employer realistically maintain grandfathered status given 
escalating health care costs and the pressure to change plan design to address the cost 
increases? 
 
Extension of coverage for adult children  Children can remain on their parents’ health 
plan until age 26, regardless of whether they are considered a dependent or are married.  
Employers must offer a 30-day special enrollment period for these individuals.  This applies to 
all group health plans, including grandfathered plans.  Self-funded dental and vision plans are 
exempt from this requirement, as are retiree-only plans.  For insured plans in Wisconsin, 
coverage for health, dental and vision must be offered until age 27. 
 
Discrimination in favor of highly compensated individuals  While rarely enforced, 
previously this applied to only self-insured plans.  Now it applies to insured plans.  Generally a 
plan discriminates unless it is offered to at least 70% of employees or 80% of those eligible.  
Grandfathered plans are exempt. 
 
Coverage of preventive services  Although not applicable to grandfathered plans, insurers and 
group health plans must provide first dollar for certain preventive services.   
 
Essential health benefits  Additional guidance is necessary on what is considered essential.  
How essential is defined will impact lifetime and annual limits and certain employer mandates.  
Grandfathered plans are subject to this mandate. 
 
Additional mandates prior to January 1, 2014 include: 

� Enhanced internal and external appeal process for self-funded plans, although not 
applicable to grandfathered plans. 
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� Automatic enrollment.  Applying to employers with more than 200 employees, 
employers must automatically enroll new full-time employees in health plan coverage.  
(Effective on date specified in future regulations.)   

� Employers must report the value of health plan coverage on W-2s, effective 
with the 2011 tax year. 

� No reimbursement of OTC drug costs from HSA and FSA accounts effective 
January 1, 2011. 

 

On January 1, 2014 
Numerous mandates are scheduled to take effect on January 1, 2014.  These include: 
 

� Failure to offer coverage  Employers will be penalized for failing to offer “minimum 
essential coverage.” 

� Insufficient coverage  Employers will incur a penalty for each employee receiving a 
subsidy where the employer offers minimum essential coverage to all FTEs, but certain 
employees receive a subsidy. Subsidies are available when a plan’s share of the total 
allowed cost of benefits under the plan is less than 60% of such costs OR when an 
employee’s contribution exceeds 9.5% of the employee’s household income. 

� Free choice vouchers  A free choice voucher must be made available to any 
employee if they meet a certain household income level, the employee’s contribution to 
coverage are between 8% and 9.8% of household income or the employee does not 
participate in the employer’s group health plan. 

� Wellness programs  Wellness programs that require satisfaction of a standard related 
to a health factor may provide a premium reduction of up to 30% (presently HIPAA 
regulations limit such rewards to 20%) 

 

Summary 
The Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (PPACA) is an enormously complex piece of 
legislation and the most far-reaching health legislation since the creation of the Medicare and 
Medicaid programs.  Due to its scope and complexity, it raises more questions than can 
adequately be answered in the short term.  As additional guidance and regulations are provided, 
the law’s impact on both employers’ health plans and the insurance marketplace, in general, will 
come into clearer focus.   
 
Slides from all three presenters are available by clicking here Health Care Reform Presentation 
Slides   
 


